
,<

be Z-mediated FCNC. The conditions for that are given in Eq. (17.16). But the

hadronic B decays of relevance are still dominated by SM W-mediated diagrams

md rlz (Bg) < M12 (B*), so that CP Wymmetri= Cm be cle~ly intemreted.

Mixing in the B, system cannot be dominated by Z-mediated FCNC. Mixing in

the neutral K system can be dominated by Z-mediated FCNC if Eq. (17.14) is

satisfied. CP violation in the neutral 1~-system can be dominated by Z-mediated

FCNC if Eq. (17.15) is satisfied.

17.4. AN EXPLICIT PARAMETRIZATION

It is convenient to use an explicit parametrization for the mixing matric=.

We use the parametrization of Wfs. [79, 80] (appropriately modified to the 3 x 4

case). Assuming that dl mixing ~gl~ Oij ~e sm~l, we put cos oij = 1. We use

the following constraints from SM tree-level processes and from the unitarity of

K:

912 =0.22; 923 = 0.04; 9]3 = 0.004;

914 SO.07; S24 50.5.
(17.21)

(gij s sineij.) We further assume that the unme~ured mixing ~glm fu~ll the

hierarchy s14 < S24 < S34. More specificdy, we assume that

are both 0(1).

q24 - s24/(s23s34), 914 ~ 914/( s12s23s34)!

We remind the reader that a similar relation for

ation mixing angles is experimentrdly verified:

q13 = 913/( s12923) = 0.45+ 0.15.

Thus, V has the approximate form:

(

1 S12 s13e -i61a s14e —i614

v= —s12 1 s23 s24e —i6z,

912923 — 913e’61S ‘s23 1 934 )

(17.22)

the three gener-

(17.23)

(17.24)

This gives for the relevant UPqelements:

uds =912S~~s~4[(1– q13e–i6’8– g24e–’624+ q14ei6’4)(1– q24ei6’4)],

‘Udb = – S12s23$$4 [1 – q13e-i6° – g24e-i624 + q14e-i6’4] , (17.25)

‘sb ‘s23s:4 [1 - q24e-i6’4]

All the experimental constraints in Ms. (17.11) and (17.12) as well as the condi-

tion on ludbl in Eq. (17.16) can be fulfilled with

S:4 -0.04, q24 - 1, q,4 -3. (17.26)

In this c=e, the dominant mechanism for Bd mixing will be the Z mediated

FCNC, while B, mixing is dominated by the Standad Model box diagram. On

the other hand, we expect Im uds to be of the same order of magnitude as Re Uds.

Consequently, Eq. (17.14) is not satisfied, so that AMK gets no significant con-

tributions from the Z-mediated FCNC, but ~. (17.15) may stiti be satified, in

which case e does get si~ificant contributions from the Z mediated dlagrarns.

Equation (17.25) impfies that the phases in the mixing of Bd and B, may depend

on phases of the mixing matrix other than the single phase of the SM. This may

give CP asymmetries which are very different from those predicted by the SM.

17.5. CP ASYMMETRIES IN B DECAYS

Our study involves the three types of CP asymmetries in B decays for which

the direct decay is dominated by the W-mediated tree level diagram: ati~~, aDD

and amm. These asymmetries still arise almost purely from interference of mixing

and decay. Furthermore, as the first unitarity relation is practicrdly maintained,

we still have (ttilng into account CP-parities)

a~K~ = ‘aDD. (17.27)

However, as the dominant mechanism of mixing in the B system is the Z-
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mediated tree level diagram,

(17.28)

It is now straightforward to evaluate ImJO,{, and ImATr. We find that the

various asymmetries simply measure angles of the unitarity quadrangle shown in

Fig. 7:

a$Ks = ‘QDD = – Sin2~, a.. = —sin 26, (17.29)

where

CEarg(-); fl~arg(&) (17.30)

The important point about the modification of the Standard Model predictions

is not that the rmgles a, @ and ~ may have very different values from those

predicted by the SM, but rather that the CP asymmetries do not measure these

rmgles anymore.

As there are no experimented constraints on @ and ~ so that the full range

[0, 2n] is allowed for each of them, the full range [–1, +1] is possible for each of

the ~ymmetries. This is clearly seen when using the explicit parametrization

given in Eqs. (17.24) and (17.25):

Im AVK, = – Im ADD = –Im
[

1 – q~3eib1s – q24e:$24 + *14eia14

11 — g13e–iA13 — g24e–:~~4 + g14e–i~l. ‘

[

–is,s(l _ q13e:~ls _ g24ei624+ g14ei614)
(17.31)

ImJ –I e~=—m
1ei~ls(l – g13e–:6,3 – q24e–i6z~ + q14e–i6,. )

It is rather obvious that our ignorance of the phases 614 and 624 allows, any

value for the various asymmetries. This model demonstrates that there exist

extensions of the Standard Model where dramatic deviations from the Standard

Model predictions for CP symmetries in B decays are not unlikely.

Finally, let us mention an interesting point about this model. As mixing of

the B. system is dominated by the Standard Model process, we have, as in the

Standard Model,

(17.32)

As shown in Ref. [81], this is a sufficient condition for the angles extracted from

B ~ @IiS, B ~ ~~ and B. ~ pI{s to sum up to n. This happens in spite of

the fact that the first two measurements do not correspond to ~ and a of the

unitmity triangle.

18. Extending the Scalar Sector:

Neutral Scalar Exchange

18.1. INTRODUCTION

CP violation could appear in neutrrd scrdar exchange in models with at leaat

two Higgs doublets [82, 83]. If we require both spontaneous CP violation and

NFC then at least three scrdar doublets [84] (or two doublets and a singlet) are

required. (For a discussion of CP violation in multi-scalar models and no NFC,

see Refs. [85 – 88].)

We denote scalar doublets by @i, with t

The normalization of the VEVS vi is such that

(18.2)

1,
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We assume NFC with only @l coupled to DR and only @2 coupled to UR:

,
The quark mass matrices are then

(18.3)

Md = J;G VI, Mu = &F v2. (18.4)

The neutrrd Hi~s interaction with quark m=s eigenstates is

f
II - diag~75~ + ~~M~iagu + ~UMU . .‘1 - diaED+ _D&fd–C; = —DMfl 12 - diaszy~u (18 5)

v] u, V2

We now rotate to the scalar mass eigenbwis,

=0

where Go is the would-be Goldstone bogon eaten by the Z“. The Yuhwa La-

(R1’

11

Rz

12

\.

, (18.6)

grangian for neutral Higgs, bottom and top m~s eigenstates is given by [89]

and similarly to other quarks. (Another common notation in the literature is

91* = “Oil, g2i = ‘~Ot2, 93t = ‘~Oi37 94*= ‘~Oi4) (18.8)
VI

CP odd fields., The quantities that appear in CP violating observable are

(18.9)

There are two more CP violating quantities, gl ig4i~d g2ig3i>which Correspond

to combinations of AO and do in Ref. [90]. Dimensionless quantities Zj are defined

through

(18.10)

It h= been shown [90, 91] that in a two doublet model, there is a unitarity bound,

It w= further shown that a plausible value of the coupfings is close to this uni-

tarity bound [90, 92].

18.2. CP VIOLATION IN NEUTRAL MESON DECAYS

With NFC, neutrsd Hi~s exchange cannot mediate flavor changing processes.

Thus it cannot contribute to ~ at ~(G;) and ‘o “/6 at O(G~). ‘imilmly’ ‘t

cannot contribute significantly to either B – ~ mixing or B decays. Neutral Higgs

exchange in models that incorporate NFC is then irrelevant for CP violation in

neutral meson systems.

CP violation in the neutral Higgs sector comes from mixing of CP even and



18.3. ~N

Figure 8. A contribution to the three gluon operator in a two scalar doublet model.

A two loop diagrzm involving a top qu=k and neutral Higgs (see Fig. 8)

would contribute to ~N through the three gluon operator [45, 93],

so that

DN w 4 x 10-21 e~ImZ2h(m~, mH) cm.

~ is a QCD correction factor [94],

‘=[*1-los’23[*13*10-4
The function h(m,, mH ) is a result of the two loop integration [g3],

(18.12)

(18.13)

(18.14)

(18.15)

For mH not much larger than m~, h(m~, mH) = 0(0.1). If, furthermore, ImZz is

indeed close to the unitarity bound (18.11), then

DN * 4 X lo-261Vd/V”le cm, (18.16)

for l~dl << Ioul, and even larger (- 6 x 10-26 e cm) for Ivdl = l~M1. Other

operators induced by neutral Higgs exchange give contributions compmable to

(18.16) [42, 95].

Neutral Higgs exchmge could also contribute to D,, the EDM of the electron.

Two loop diagrams may induce values close to the experimental bound [96 – 99].

18.4. SUMMARY

CP violation from neutral Higgs exchmge in models with NFC is negligible

for the neutral kaon system. It could however give DN (and D.) close to the

experimental upper bound.

It W= recently realized that, due to the large Yukawa coupling of the top

quark, neutral Higgs exchange could induce interesting CP violating phenomena

in top physics [100].

Charged Scalar Exchange

18.5. INTRODUCTION

CP violation co~ld arise in charged scalar exchange if there ire at least three

Higgs doublets [83]., This is also the minimal number of doublets required when

CP breaking is spontaneous only and NFC is maintained [84]. In this case,

6KM = O and all CP violation comes from the mixing of scalar fields. It is, of

course, possible that CP is explicitly broken, in which case both quark and Higgs

mixings protide CP violation.
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The charged Higgs interaction with quark m~s eigenstates is

-L; = -~ULVM ‘iasD~ + <U~MdiasVD~ + h.c.
v]

d
V2

u (18.17)

in the charged Hi~s sector,

where, again, a dimensionless quantity Z was defined through
We now rotate to the scalar mms eigenbasis,

(18.18)

where G+ is the would-be Goldstone boson eaten by the W+. The Lagrangian

for charged Higgs mass eigenstates coupling to quark mass eigenstates is

k–l

where

—Y; =–$, p,=–~Y* =–g.~j=—v
‘2 ‘2 k2

(18.20)
VI &l

CP violation in the charged HiWs sector comes from ph=es in the mixing matrix

for charged scalars (and requires, therefore, at least three doublets). The quantity

that appears in CP violating observable is

Im A(g) = 2tiGF ~ Imai~ .
,=1 q2 – m~+

(18.21)

With only two physical charged scalars, there is only one CP violating parameter

&GFZi
A(q’) =x z

, 9 –m;+’

(18.22)

(18.23)

There is an interesting question of whether charged Higgs exchange could

be the only source of CP violation. In other words, we would like to know

whether a model of extended Higgs sector with spontaneous CP violation and

natural flavor conservation is viable. The answer has been subject to controversy

[101 – 104]. In recent years, there have been two attempts [105, 106] to show

that this possibility is not yet ruled out. We repeat the analysis (incorporating

new data) and find that CP violation cannot result from charged Higgs exchange

only, thus confirming the conclusion of Ref. [107].

18.6. TItE 6 PARAMETER

In this framework, neither short dlstmce contributions nor long distance

contributions from an intermediate 2r-state can produce large enough e. Thus, to

account for e, one needs to asume that the dominant contribution comes from

m intermediate qO (the SU(3)-singlet component of the pseudoscalar nonet ):

We followed the analyses of Refs. [105, 106].’ We find that, to account for the

* We were unable to reproduce the result of M. (16) h Wf. [106], It seems to us that
they may have used a numerically wrong value for (1{0 I H Ire). In M. [105], in their

definition of G(z), there is an overall factor of 1/(1– z)miwing. This may have enhanced
the top cojltribulion ill llleir calclllation.
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experimental value of ~, the Higgs parameters should fulfill

%ln%-~l‘“’’GeV-’
With mH+ >42 GeV, this gives

ImZ >80.

(18.25)

(18.26)

18.7. DN

A large contribution to DN comes from the electric dipole moment of the

down quark:

~N = fi9Ge=mdlm(a~*)[’c’vcd’2’(*)+’’’~2’(%)1)l“827)
with

[

1 – 3x/2
g(z)=— —–(1 :X)2 y 1~lnx–~ . (18.28)

We neglect the contribution of the top quark (it adds to the charm contribution)

and we take the current mass at 1 GeV for md (md = 9 ~ev). It is more

plausible that we should actually use the constituent md x 330 MeV? Thus, we

may be underestimating DN by as much w a factor of N 40. The result is

DN x 2.5 x 10-25 e cm. (18.29)

We conclude that in a model where c arises from charged Higgs exchange, DN is

at least two times larger and more probably two orders of magnitude larger than

the experimental upper bound.

t See a discussion of this point in Wf. [10S].

/ \
U,c,t

s > d

(c)

Figure 9. CP violating contributions from charged scalar exchange: (a) A contribution
to AS = 1 processes. It affects both c and CJ. (b) A contribution to the three gluon operator.
(c) A contribution to B + E mixing.

CP violation in the charged Higgs sector would also contribute to the three

gluon operatoq with [93]
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where hf is a function of rnb, mt and mH which, for mi >> mb is given by

For m$ K mf, h’ ~ h/2, while for m~ > m:, h’ ~ h. The QCD correction
factor < is given by [109, 11O]

,;[-]7’’’’[-]7’’’4[%]’’”3, (,8.32)

where ~~ = –18, Tb = –14/4 and p. = (33 – 2n)/6. It follows then from (18.25)

that, if charged Higgs exch~ge accounts for ~>

~N = 10–23e cm, (18.33)

two orders of magnitude above the experiment rd upper bound.

18.8. e’fe

Early crdculations of e’fc, using PCAC relations for the physical KL ~ 2X

amplitude, found e’/c = –1/22 [101, 102]. It was later redlzed [103] that acturdly

the contribution to ImA(A’” ~ ~~) is chir~ly suppressed>

(18.34)

The suppression factor D is expected to be of O(m~ /4n2 f:), and leads to e’/e

of 0( 10–3 ). Note that in this framework the vrdue of e’ /e is independent of

(ml L- IK) and consequently of the CP violating parameters of the Higgs sector.

18.9. CP ASYMMETRIES IN

The Y-matrix introduces

B DECAYS

new phxes into the charged scalar coupfings to

quarks. However, the leadlng contribution from ~~-exchrmge dlagrarns to B – B

mixing comes from the term proportional to mt. ThIS gives (Yjt Vtd )(yj~ Vtb )* >

and haa exactly the same phase as the Standard Model W-exchange box dia-

gram. Consequently, (g/~)E = (M~2 /M12) remains unchanged, and there is no

modification to the Standard Model predictions for CP symmetries in B de

cays [111]. Note that this conclusion is independent of whether charged scalar

exchange contributes significantly to B – E mixing or not.

18.10. SUMMARY

A relative phase between VEVS in a multi-Higgs model with NFC cannot be

the only source of CP violation. Of course, in a model with explicit CP violation,

such that 6KM # O, a relative phase between VEVS cotid be an additiond source

of CP violation. It would not tiect e significantly, but it may saturate the upper

bound on DN. An order of magnitude estimate suggests that if the contribution

to c is small, so is the contribution to e’/e independently of the Higgs parametem.

There is no effect on CP asymmetries in B decays.

19. Extending the Gauge Sector:

Left-Mght Symmetry (L~)

lg. 1. INTRODUCTION

We study a specific version of LRS models, where P, C and CP me sym-

metries of the Lagrangian that are spontaneously broken [112 – 117]. The elec-

trowe~ gauge group is SU(2)L x SU(2)R X U(l)B-L. Left-handed quarks reside

in (2, 1)113 representations and right-h~ded ones in (1, 2)1ia. The SCalm con-

tent [118] of the minimal LRS model is 0(2,2)0, AL(3, 1)2 ad AR(1,3)2. A
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model with only minimal scalar content and spontaneous CP violation predicts

unacceptably large FCNC [119]. To avoid this, one h= to add scalar singlets or

triplets but these do not affect our analysis. The only specific assumption about

the scrdar sector that we make is the existence of a single @-field. (At le~t one

such field is necessary to induce fermion masses. ) The VEV of @ is

()(Q) = : ~,:i, . (19.1)

The relative phme q between k and k’ spontaneously breaks CP: in principle,

it is the only source of CP violation in this model. Eventually there are seven

CP violating phases in the mass eigenbasis. They dl vanish when ~ = O but they

are independent parameters.

The ph=e q appears explicitly in the mixing of the charged gauge bosons:

where

The Yukawa couplings are given by

(19.3)

(19.4)

where Q~(~) are quark doublets of SU(2)L(R), TZ is the Pauli matrix acting in

the SU(2)~ or SU(2)R space, A and B are matrices in generation space.

P symmetry requires that A and B are hermitian; C symmetry requires that

A and B are symmetric; and ‘CP invariance implies that A and B are rerd. The

mass matrices,

(19.5)
Mu =kd + k’e–’~B,

Md =k’ei~A + kB,

are symmetric. The symmetry of the mass matrices implies

VR = FUV~F~, (19.6)

where VL and VR are the mixing matrices for left-handed and right-handed

quarks, respectively, and F. and Fd are diagonal unitary matrices:

Fw = diag(e’@U, ei~’, ei~’ ); F~ = diag(ei~’, e’~~, ei~b). (19.7)

On top of the single CP violating phase of VL there are five CP violating phsse

differences in FU and Fd.

For the purpose of studying new contributions to e, DN and e’/e, it is simpler

to work in a two generation framework. In this case VL is real and there are three

phases in F. md Fd. We define:

~ ‘(4C + ~. – ~S – @d)/2 + ~,

61 ‘(4c – ~u + de – ~d)/2, (19.8)

62 ‘(d. – ~“ – d. + ~d)/2.

Choosing a basis where VL is real and the mixing of WL – ~R ig real, these

phases appear in VR only:

I

1,
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L
dL Ui~ uiR dR

7-92
7%A12 (b)

>“<
(a)

s L u

(c)

Figure 10. CP violating diagram in a LRS fr-ework. (a) Contributions to c from a
box d:agram with Wn md from a trm diagrm with neutral =dm. (b) A contribution b the
EDM of the down quwk. (c) A contribution to c’.

19.2. THE e PARAMETER

For e, the dominant contributions come from the diagrams of Fig. 10(a).

WL – WR mixing can be safely neglected. The due of M12(1<) in this model is

[114, 117]

M~2m
~=

1 – ei(6’-J’) [430P – 1501n0 + Qfi (11600PH – 15@H ~PH)] , (19.10)

where

(19.11)

contribute, a factor of 4[ln(m&, /m~ ) – 1] -28 from loop integration and a factor

of 7.6 due to the Lorentz structure of the relevant matrix element. The factor of
I 11600 uises because Ho contributes at tree level. Rsquiring 2ReM~2Rs < AMK

gives

mw, 21.7 TeV, mH ? 8.8 TeV. (19.12)

Note that the bound ~ s 1/430 impfies

[ < 2.2x 10-’. (19.13)

Equation (19.10) Iesds to

Iel = ‘in(62 – 61) [430@ – 15~ln~ + Qfi (l1600~H – 15BH lnpH)] . (lg.14)

2A

To derive an upper bound on sin(62 – 61), we t~e m%/mk2 < 4~/9~ -30.

Then

Conversely, for e to be dominated by the LRS contribution, we need (assuming

rnH ~ rnW,)

and we zssumed mHO - mAO - m H+. The factor of 430 W= first c~cuIated in Ref.

[120], and is the product of three factors of 0(1): a factor of 2 since two diagrams



19.5. CP ASYMMETRIES IN B DECAYS

The most important LRS contributions to V“ arise from quark EDMs [see

Fig. 10(b)]. All phases in VR contribute to DN [121], but (7 + 61) which con-

tributes to Dd proportionally to mc is the most important one. A recent calcu-

lation [122] gives

DN = 2X 10–23~[4.5 sin(7–62)+74 sin(7+61)–l.l sin(~–&l)+16 sin(7+J2)]e cm.

(19.17)

The upper bound (19. 13) implies DN <4 x 10-24 e cm. Assuming no strong

cancellations among the various terms in (19.17), we get

(sin(~ + 61) s 10-4. (19.18)

There are dso LRS contributions to D. through the three gluon operator. These

contributions are estimated to be an order of magnitude smaller than those from

the quark EDMs [123].

The contribution to e’/e [Fig. 10 (c)] comes from dl phases in VR but the

ph~es in the first row, (~ – 61) and (7– 62), contribute at tree level with WL – WR

mixing [112, 113]. A recent calculation [122] gives

le’/cl = 276( Isin(~ - 6t)+sin(7-6~) - 0.lsin(7 +61) -0.lsin(7+6z)l. (19.19)

The bound (19.13) implies [e’/cl <1.3. Assuming no strong cancellations among

the various terms in (19.19), we get

([sin(~ - 61)+ sin(~ - 6,)] <10-5. (19.20)

The effect of LRS on CP asymmetries in B decays is very small because LRS

contributions to B —B mixing are small in magnitude. The reason for that is as

follows. One of the enhancement factors for LRS contribution to K – K mixing

is the hadronic matrix element,

However, m mB = mb, there is no similar enhancement in the B system. (The

corresponding factor in B is very close to 1.) This implies that if LRS con-

tributions to h’ – 1< mixing are as large w the Standard Model contribution,

then the LRS contributions to B – ~ mixing are 0(0.1) of the Standard Model

contribution.

19.6. SUMMARY

Even though all the phases in the LRS model with spontaneously broken

CP arise from the single phase q in the VEV (0), it is difficult to relate their

values unless one makes additional assumptions. Thus, the three bounds that we

found could dl be saturated simultaneously [124]:

19sin(62 - 61)1S 10-5, ‘

l~sin(~ + 6,)1 s 10-4, I (19.22)
I

lt[sin(7 - 6,)+ sin(7 - 62)]1 <10-5.

However, without (at least mild) fine-tuning, saturation of the ~’/~ bound would

imply that the contribution to DN is one to two orders of magnitude below the

present experimental limit. If k’/k <0.1 md rdl phases are of the same order of

magnitude, th~en the e-bound is the strongest.

1,
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For k’/k <<1, one can find relations among the various phases:

h2 = –~~~sinq, 61 = –3h2, Y = V ’62.
*

,

If, furthermore, k’/k << rn,lrnc, then (19.22) gives

It(mC/m,) SinnlS 10-’, ItSinvlS 10-4, 1<sinql S 5 x 10-’,

(1

(19.23)

(19.24)

namely, the e-bound is the strongest. Furthermore, c’ /c and DN are related in

this case [113, 12;]

8
IDNI = 3.6 x 10-24 !6’/61 e cm. (19.25)

20. SUSY

20.1. SOURCES OF CP VIOLATION IN MINIMAL SUSY

CP violation in SUSY theories h= been the subject of intensive theoreticrd

study [125 — 133]. Our discussion here follows for the most part the very clear

discussion in Ref. [126].

The simplest and most predictive among SUSY models is the low energy

effective theory of the minimal N = 1 supergravity. The low ener~ gauge

group is SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1). There are three generations of left chiral matter

fields, Q(3,2)l/6, ~(3,1)-2/3, D(3,1)113, L(l,2)–1/z, E(l,l)], and a Pair Of

Higgs supermultiplets, H“( 1, 2)1 /2 and H~( 1, 2)-112. The Yukawa couplings and

scalar potential in the supersymmetric limit are derived from the superpotential,

W = O~uQHu + DADQHD + EAELHD + pHttHd. (20.1)

The ~i are general 3 x 3 matrices. The SUSY breaking is due to the hidden sector

and gives rise to three types of soft SUSY breaking operators:

(i) Trilinear scalar self couplings ((i are general 3 x 3 matrices):

I

IU(UQH, + ~<DQHd+ E(ELHd + pBH.Hd] + h.c.. (20.2)

(ZZ) Gaugino Majorana masses:

(20.3)

(iii) Masses for the scalar fields Z. of the third superfields

~f:bZ:Zb+ h.c. (20.4)

It became a common practice to restrict

at the renormahzation point of the Plack sc~e. T~IS is =senti~ly a phe-

nomenologicrd requirement: in order that the contribution from box diagrams

with squarks and wines does not exceed the meazured value of AMK, one needs

()M; v ~ L%.vt_

m:lz 12
100 MW

(20.6)

(Ma is the mass matrix (20.5) for the scrdar partners of left-handed quarks; V

is the CI{M matrix. ) One could also implement (20.5) as a requirement on the

properties of the I<*ler potential. A second phenomenological constraints is

that, if we write

(i = m312A~: + ii, (20.7)

then ii are small. Otherwise, large contributions to AMK from strong superbox

diagrams with LR current structure arise. If the superpotential is separable into
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a hidden sector piece (which breaks SUSY) and observable sector piece, then

~ = O. \Ve put

and assume grand unification,

A~l = fi4z = ~43

(20.8)

(20.9)

Then the theory at the Planck scale can be written as

[UAUQHU+ DJ~QHD + EJELH~ + pH.Hd]F + h,c.

+m,lz[A~AuQHu + ADADQHD + AEAELHD + pBH”Hd]A + h.c. (20.10)

+~fi(AIAl + A2Az + A3A3) +h.c. + m~12Z~z*.

Note that even with the constraints (20.5), (20.8) and (20.9) imposed at the

Planck scale, they do not hold at low energy. The RGEs generate flavor changing

and CP violating contributions to the squark mass matrices and to the trihnear

scalar self couplings. The crucird point in analyses of FCNC and CP violation in

minimal SUSY is that the deviation of the m~s matrices for down squarks from

a unit matrix is almost negligible for DR while it is a 14JMU for DL:

(20.11)

This relates FCNC and CP violation in the 1{0 and B“ systems to the CI(M

parameters. Let us count the number of CP violating phases in (20.10 ).,

● lVhile AE can be made real and diagond, there is one unremovable phase

in J u and AD which we call 6P. This is the usual I{M phase, with a subscript P

todenote the renormalization point of the Planck scale.

Q The strong CP parmeter now gets contributions from gaugino masses:

8=$–argdet ~u~D–3argrn. (20.12)

● There are four more complex parameters: A, B, p and h. But two of these

phases are removable. Thus, in the low energy supersymmetric model described

by (20.10), there are two new phases beyond the Standard Model:

@A = arg(Ati?*), @B = arg(~ti;), (20.13)

(where we fixed the phase of p to give arg(pB)=O). The simplest hidden sector

yields 4A = 4B = O.

To summarize, SUSY effects on CP violation are of three types:

a. The values of CI{LI parameters deduced from experiments may chmge,

because there ae additional contributions to the relevant (CP violating as we~

as CP conserving) processes.

b. The two Standard Model sources, 6 and 8 may contribute in new ways,

either because they appear in interactions of SUSY particles, or because of their

effects through radiative corrections,

c. There may be two new sources of CP violation, 4A and d ~.

The most stringent bound on the phases 4A and ~B comes from their con-

tribution to the fini~ renormalization of @ (through their contritition to quark

m~s matrices) [126]:

I
6j z ~(@A +@ B). (20.14)

This leads to

Id., + #Bl <10-’. (20.15)

i
This suggests that. if 4A and 4B are different from zero, the theory should

1,
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have an axion. In such a ewe, the most stringent bound comes from the direct

contribution of 4A md @E to quark EDNIs [Fig. I l(a)] [126]:

Taking M supersymmetric parameters to equal m312, this gives
f

‘N- [-12[arg(’’’B:::g(Jf’’”)110-2secm
(20.17)

For m312 -100 GeV this gives a bound of 0(10-3) On 4A ~d bB. For a higher

SUSY breaking scale, m3j2 -1 TeV, the bound is milder, 0(0.1). The SUSY

contributions to the three gluon operator give similar bounds [131]. In any case,

(20.17) implies that 4A and dE have no interesting role in CP violation in neutr~

meson systems.

20.3. THE NEUT~L Z< SYSTEM

There are several supersymmetric contributions to MIZ(K) [Fig. n(b)]:

1. The supersymmetric partners of the Stmdard Model box diagrams: For

this not to exceed the experimental value of A~K, near degeneracy among

squarks is required [see (20.6)] and ~ is required to be smrdl.

2. The strong superbox diagrams with LR current structure: The experi-

men~d values of AJIK and c require [126]

(20.18)

(a)

(bl)

7-92 (c)

(b3)

Figure 11. CP violating diagram in the tinimal SUSY frmework. (a) .4 contribution
to the EDM of the down quark. (b) ContributiOm to < from box ~lagr~ with (1) wlnos and
squuks, (2)gluinos and squark doublets and single~, and (3)gluinos and squark double=. (c)
A contribution to t’.

7204A13

For ~ = O so that A(D arises from RG sctiing onl!,, the contribution is negligible
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because there is an extra power of a small quark mms, 20.4. CP ASYhlhlETRIESIN B DECAYS

(20.19)

Actually, the phase ~A discussed in the previous section contributes through a

similar diagram, and it is this extra suppression which renders its effect negligible.

3. The strong superbox diagrams with LL current structure: the contribu-

tion to AMK is small. The contribution to e is estimated to be

IEls”sy= 300 ,m:k
Inl[(W~Vt,)2]

1’13/2 21VW,12
(20.20)

This leads roughly to

mtilm~12
IJI s ~: 4 x 10-4, (20.21)

which is weaker than direct bound on IJ [. Conversely, the strong superbox dia-

gram does not dominate over the Standard Model contribution to e, but may be

comparable for large m ~.

Supersymmetric penguin diagrams [Fig. 11(c)] give additional contributions

to e’ /e. While the GIM mechanism gives a logarithmic dependence on mt for the

Standard Model penguin, it gives a quadratic dependence on m* for the SUSY

penguin:

Again, for large m, the SUSY contribution to e’/~ may be large but will not

change the order of magnitude estimate from the Standard Model.

The strong superbox diagrams contribute to B – B mixing. However, in the

minimal SUSY models as defined above, the weak phmes are exactly the CKM

ph~es of the Standard Model. Consequently, (q/p)B = (M~2/M12)112 remains

unchanged and the Standard Model predictions are not modified. This conclusion

is independent of whether the SUSY contributions to M12(B) are large or not.

20.5. SUMMARY

The two new sources of CP violation that appear in minimal SUSY models,

4A and 4B, may saturate the upper bound on the EDM of the neutron even

if the SUSY breaking scale is a few TeV. However, they have no impact on

CP violation in neutral meson systems.

There are additiond contributions to CP violation in the neutral 1{ system

which arise from 6z{M due to the existence of supersymmetric box diagrams that

contribute to e and supersymmetric penguin diagrams that contribute to e’/ e.

However, these contributions are at most comparable to the Standard Model con-

tributions, and thus no significant constraints on the relevant parmeters arise.

If the SUSY breaking scale is above the electroweak breaking scale, then SUSY

contributions to FCNC processes and, in particular, to CP violating processes are

too small to have observable effects. The same seems to hold for models where

electroweak breaking is induced radiatively, even if the SUSY breaking scale is

not particularly large.

In the minimal $USY model, the Standard Model predictio~s for CP asym-

metries in B decays ,remain unchanged.

In extensions of the minimal SUSY models, such that ~ # O, or where

Nl~b/m 6ab, most of the above considerations do not hold and many different

supersymmetric effects on CP violating observable may occur (see e.g., Refs.

[132, 133]). 1~1Ref. [130] it was shown that in non-minimal SUSY models there
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“i

the fermion mass matrices have the following form:

~,=(f~+ ‘~ ~),flf=~ ~ ~)~=~ ~e ~)

(21.3)

The “symmetric CI{M” ansatz [137] assumes for the elements of the CI<M matrix

l~jl = [~il.

The ansatz ,by I<ielanowski [138] assumes, in addition

(21.4)

to (21.4),

(21.5)

Taking into account the expected experimental accuracy in a B factory (0(0.05)

in a@K~ and 0(0.10) in am=), we conclude that each of these schemes may be

clearly excluded when the ~ymmetries are measured.

22. conclusions

Most extensions of the Standard Model suggest that there are many new

sources of CP violation, beyond the single phase of the CI{M matrix. Such

additional phases have two typical consequences:

(i) If the phases occur in flavor changingcouplings to quarks, the very strong

Standard Model relation between CP violation in the If system and in the B

system is lost. Instead of the narrow range allowed by the Standard Model for

CP asymmetries in neutral B decays, the whole possible range may be allowed

in such extensions.

(ii) If the phases occur in flavor-diagonal couplings, the value of the electric

dipole moment of the neutron is orders of magnitudes above its Standard Model

value. In many models the experimental bound on Dn is almost saturated. Sim-

ilarly, the value of D, may be very close to the experimental bound.

The conclusion is that constructing a B factory to measure the CP asymme-

tries in neutral B decays, and the experimental efforts to improve the sensitivity

to the EDMs of the neutron and the electron may be well rewarded: it is not

unlikely that new physics will be discovered in these experiments.
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